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thus in a limited sense a manufacturer, an industrial as well
as a trading capitalist: ultimately he was destined to usurp
the place of the domestic clothier completely, and become
master of the whole series of operations from carding and
spinning to fulling and dressing.
In all parts of the kingdom the merchants engaged in classes of
handling textile goods fell into three main categories—some m&rc}lants'
were exporters;   others employed the factors at Blackwell
Hall in London as their agents ; others supplied shops direct.
Of the London factors we have already spoken *;  and an
account of the merchant exporters will be given in a sub-
sequent chapter 2.   It remains to say something here of the
merchants who dealt direct with the retailers.
The travelling merchants who supplied the shops3 are The
described by Defoe. He relates how they used to " go
over England with droves of pack-horses, and to all the
fairs 4 and market towns over the whole Island. . . . Here
they supply,not the common people by retail, which would
denominate them pedlars indeed, but they supply the shops
by wholesale or whole pieces; and not only so, but give
large credit too, so that they are really travelling merchants
and as such they sell a very great quantity of goods; 'tis
ordinary for one of these men to carry a thousand pounds
value of cloth with them at a time " 5. AiMn adds that the
pack-horses " brought back sheep's wool, which was bought
on the journey and sold to the makers of worsted yarn at
Manchester or to the clothiers of Rochdale, Saddleworth and
the West Riding of Yorkshire. On the improvement of
turnpike roads waggons were set up and the pack-horses
1	Supra, p. 26.   One section of Yorkshire merchants, like the West
Country clothiers, supplied Blackwell Hall with cloth:   Parliamentary
Papers (1806), iii. 160, 285, 330.
2	Chapter ii.
3	The country shops were also supplied by the London drapers:
Campbell, The London Tradesman (1747), 194.
4	In the sixteenth century Bartholomew Fair was " the chief time for
the utterance of cloths and kersies " :   Letters and Papers, Foreign and
Domestic, of Henry VIII., vol. xiii. part i. 536.    Stourbridge Fair still
maintained its importance as a cloth fair in the eighteenth century : Defoe,
Tour of Great Britain (ed. 1724), i. Letter i. 123 seq.
6 Defoe, Tour of Great Britain (ed. 1727), iii. 119-120.   For a travelling
merchant in ironmongery, see Hist. MSS. Comm. Denbigh, 79 (1644).

